Secretion of breast gross cystic disease fluid proteins by T47D breast cancer cells in culture--modulation by steroid hormones.
The effect of steroid hormones on modulating the secretion rates of three human breast gross cystic disease fluid proteins (GCDFP-15, GCDFP-24, and GCDFP-44) by T47D breast carcinoma cells in tissue culture was evaluated. Androgens (dihydrotestosterone or fluoxymesterone) were capable of stimulating the secretion rates for all three GCDFP's while showing a minimal trend toward slowing the growth rate of T47D cells. This is the first study which shows that androgens can specifically stimulate all three of the major breast GCDFP's concomitantly. Progesterone, and three synthetic progestins, all showed inhibition of the growth rate of T47D cells while causing enhancement of the secretion of GCDFP-15 and GCDFP-44, and only minimal effect on the secretion rate of GCDFP-24. Estradiol was essentially neutral to the growth rate of the T47D cells in our test system. Estradiol did cause a mild enhancement of GCDFP-44 secretion rate, with no appreciable effect on GCDFP-15 or GCDFP-24 secretion rates. These findings suggest that an androgenic stimulus may be involved in the secretion of GCDFP's associated with breast gross cystic disease.